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1. Hay Bale Climb 

Rows of round bales stand between you and your destiny. Climb those suckers and keep going. 
Help your friends if you must.  
 

2. Hamster Crawl 
Crawl your way through and get back on your way. Just be glad there is not a hamster wheel 
too! 
 

3. Cargo Net Crawl 
A 12' X 12' cargo net is suspended four feet off the ground and you have to make it to the other 
side. Crawl, roll, barrel roll, run, whatever. Just do it with your THOR face on!  
 

4. THOR’s Ab Roller 
Can you make your way across the rollers without falling in the mud, or would you rather just 
wade your way through this shallow mud pit? It’s your choice! 
 

5. THORnado 
You have waited long enough. It is time to get wet. Sorry... not sorry. Make your way through 
the shallow river crossing & wind and back up the river cliff to get back on course. 
 

6.  THOR’s Salmond Ladder 
Give us your best fish impersonation. Work your way “upstream” as shimmy up the pipe. 

 
7. Slip N Slide 

Time to squeal like a little kid as you go racing down this slippery slope. 
 

8. Cowboy Hop 
Get up and over three rows of gates, country style. Or go under them. We don't care. 
 

9. Don’t Pitch a Fit 
Work your way up and down this steep pitched obstacle. 
 

10. Camp Gate – Cargo Net Climb  
Cargo net on one side and a ladder on the other. Standing at about 10 foot tall, you will have to 
carefully climb the cargo net, and then safely get down the other side. 

 
11. Moguls 

Lurking around the corner is a series of moguls that you must conquer. 
 

12. Climbing Wall 
Climb up the 12-foot wall and safely get to the ground on the other side. 
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13. Tire Gauntlet 
Let us see your speed and agility as you work through this massive tire obstacle. 
 

14. Highway to Heaven 
Streams & Valleys has built this structure for cyclists to enjoy.  Luckily for you, they let us play on 
it too. This is one of the most popular parts of the Wee-Chi-Tah trail. 
 

15. Down the Rabbit Hole  
What is that you say? You want more mud? Okay, we are here to please. Make your way down 
the rabbit hole and make it safely out to the other side. 
 

16. Tire Wall 
Climb your way up and down this massive tire wall standing in your way to victory. 
 

17. Blind Pig Bridge 
Run across this fun swaying bridge as you continue on the course. 
 

18. Hold My Beer 
Work your way across this wooden structure and don't let the large Karbach Beer cans knock 
you off into the mud! 
 

19. Monkey Bridge 
Whether you want to cross the river via Monkey Bridge, or walk through it and climb the cliff on 
the other side, that's up to you. You just have to get through it. 
 

20. Spools Pyramid 
You can almost see the finish, but you are not done yet. Be careful and take your time getting 
over this large pyramid. 
 

21. The Gauntlet 
One of our signature obstacles. Well more like 4 obstacles in one. Make your way through this 
long mud pit filled with fun surprises.  
 

22. The Finish Line 
Whew. You made it. Now get a drink and something to eat from our awesome vendors. Then 
hang around to watch others do their thing.  

 


